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Main exercise

Aerobic exercises

You can do all the exercises in one session, or do aerobic, strengthening, and balance and 
coordination exercises on different days. Or you could do your favourites. Each time, aim for at 
least ten minutes and remember to warm up and cool down!

Start your aerobic exercise gently and build up as you get more confident. Start with 10 minutes. 
When you can do this, increase the time by a few minutes, until you can do 30 minutes. If 30 
minutes is too long for you, stick to 10 minutes and try to do three sessions a day.

1. Walking

Walking is a great way to do aerobic exercise. Ideally you should walk a little every day.

•  Have your reliever inhaler with you, if you have one 

•  If you use a mobility aid, such as a walking frame, use it when you walk. 

•   Indoors, use a corridor or walk between two places in your home to build up your confidence 
with walking.  

Warm up by starting slowly and gradually build up your speed.

To get the most benefit, walk at a pace that makes you moderately out of breath. Use the talk 
test. Walk at this speed for as long as you can. 

When you are near the end of your walk, gradually slow your speed to cool down.

Aim to walk briskly for 10 minutes at first. When you’re comfortable doing this, walk for a bit 
longer, or increase your speed, or do both.

Remember:  
• Walk at the time of day you feel your best 
• Don’t walk after a large meal

tips

Your exercise programme has three parts: 
1. Warming up.  2. Main exercises – aerobic, strengthening, and for balance and coordination. 
3. Cooling down. Exercise at the right level for you. All exercises are shown at level 1. If you feel 
happy doing them, we’ve also suggested ways you could do more in levels 2 and 3.
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Other aerobic exercises 
You can do these aerobic exercises as well as walking – or instead of walking.

Time all these exercises with a clock or stopwatch, as the aim is to increase the length of time 
you do them. 

Do exercises 2, 3, and 4 in turn for one to two minutes each and repeat. Build up from a few 
minutes to 20-30 minutes as you progress.

Remember:  
• you should feel moderately out of breath. Use the talk test to check  
• if you get too breathless, use the breathing techniques to recover

The talk test

During aerobic activity, a quick way to check if you’re working at the right level for you is to 
say out loud:

‘This activity is doing me good!’

• If you can say the sentence with two or three stops for breath, you’re working   
 at a moderate intensity. This is your aim. 
• If you can say it without stopping, increase the intensity. 
• If you can’t speak, or can’t say more than one word at a time, slow down.

tips

2. Step-ups 

Stand in front of a step about six inches high, 
such as the bottom stair. Step up onto the 
step with one foot, then bring your other foot 
up to join it. Step back down again with your 
first foot and then the other one. 
 
Repeat rhythmically, maintaining a  
steady pace. The rhythm should be like 
marching – right, left, right, left. After every 
10, swap over to start the step-ups with  
your other leg. 

Level 2 – increase the length of time or the 
speed of stepping up and down. 

Level 3 – try carrying weights as you step up 
and down as if you were holding shopping.  
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4. Marching on the spot 

3. Star jacks  

March on the spot indoors. 

Level 2 – add arm swings.

Level 3 – increase the time you spend 
marching or how quickly you march.

Stand tall. Tap your right leg out to the side. 
Bring your leg back to the middle. Repeat 
with your left leg. Try to keep a steady rhythm.   
If you get breathless, you can lean on the 
back of a chair.

Level 2 – raise your right arm out to the side 
as you tap your right foot, and bring your arm 
back to your side as you bring your leg back 
to the middle. Then use your left leg and arm 
together in the same way.

Level 3 – increase the length of time or  
the speed of the exercise. Add a wrist  
or ankle weight.

Exercise levels

The important thing is to exercise at the 
right level for you. All the exercises are 
shown at level 1. If you feel happy doing 
them, we’ve also suggested ways you 
could do more in levels 2 and 3.

STOP if you get any sudden symptoms including: 
Chest pain or tightness, feeling dizzy, nauseous, clammy or cold, feeling increasingly wheezy, sore 
joints or muscle weakness. Get advice from your GP or health care professional if you experience any 
of the above or call 999 in an emergency.
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It’s important to look after yourself while you’re active

Make sure you: 
• start slowly and gradually build up 

• warm up before and cool down after exercising

• if you use an inhaler, carry it with you, use it when you need to

• wear loose, comfortable clothing and supportive non-slip shoes, like trainers

• drink plenty of water

• wait for at least an hour after eating before you exercise

•   have your reliever inhaler with you wherever you are exercising

•   take your inhaler 5-20 minutes before your exercise session if you know exercise makes your 
chest tight or wheezy

If you have a glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) spray, have it with you.

STOP if you get any sudden symptoms including:

• chest pain or tightness

• feeling dizzy, nauseous, clammy or cold

• feeling increasingly wheezy 

• sore joints or muscle weakness

Get advice from your GP or health care professional if you experience any of the above  
or call 999 in an emergency.

How can I stay safe when I exercise?

Remember, it’s not harmful for you to get out of breath when you exert yourself. Be active at 
a level that’s right for you – use the talk test.

The talk test

During aerobic activity, a quick way to check if you’re working at the right level for you is to 
say out loud:

‘This activity is doing me good!’

• If you can say the sentence with two or three stops for breath, you’re working   
 at a moderate intensity. This is your aim. 
• If you can say it without stopping, increase the intensity. 
• If you can’t speak, or can’t say more than one word at a time, slow down.


